Indications and limits for modular endoprosthetic reconstruction by MUTARS implants in patients with malignant bone tumor (literature review)
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Modular tumor prostheses are well established today for the reconstruction of osseous defects after resection of malignant bone tumors. Almost every joint and even total bones (e. g., total femur or humerus) can be replaced with promising functional results dramatically reducing necessity for ablative procedures. During the last 30 years the 3-year survival rate of megaendoprostheses increased from 20 to 85 %. Although the complication rate with the use of the modern modular endoprostheses is constantly decreasing it is still significantly higher than in primary joint arthroplasty. Together with local tumor recurrence periprosthetic infection remains the most severe complication. Due to constant improvements of prostheses material and surgical techniques, the indications and limits of limb salvage with modular tumor prostheses are continuously changing and to some extent might have to be reconsidered. The typical indication for modular endoprostheses is a large osseous defect after resection of a malignant bone tumor of the metadiaphyseal region of a long bone in the upper or lower extremity. Involvement of major vessels to the tumor is still considered as a contraindication to limb salvage surgery. But limb salvage can nowadays be performed with modular endoprostheses and vascular reconstruction with good oncolgical and functional results. The functional results after reconstruction of bone defects in tumor surgery are good and can be scored according to Enneking score. In this review authors present the modular endoprosthetic systems MUTARS developed by Implantcast (Buxtehude, Germany) with discussion the indications and contraindications, complications and functional outcomes as well as a surgical technique and postoperative management this category of the patients. Key words: malignant bone tumors, endoprosthetic replacement, modular tumor prosthesis, complications, functional outcomes.
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Introduction

Nowadays the majority of patients with malignant bone tumors can be treated with limb salvage procedures whenever wide margins are achievable [24, 26]. If reasonable from an oncological point of view ablative measures such as amputations or rotation-plasty almost never become necessary. The use of tumor prostheses for reconstruction has gained more and more acceptance over the past few decades and has not shown any adverse effect on local recurrence and survival [6, 30]. While custom-made material was used in the beginning of the era of tumor prostheses, surgeons now accept the modern modular replacement systems as state-of-the-art [14, 45]. Custom-made implants were expensive and time-consuming in fabrication, which sometimes led to a reduced outcome due to delayed optimal therapy. With modern modular endoprostheses, defects of some of the most extreme cases can be reconstructed individually, achieving excellent functional results while saving time and resources [34]. During the last 30 years the 5-year survival rate of megaendoprostheses has increased dramatically from 20 to 85 %, despite patients being generally young and physically active and putting high demands on the material [26]. Nevertheless, the complication rate cannot compete with primary joint arthroplasty [1, 32, 47]. In the following we will give an overview of the modular endoprostheses system MUTARS, describe postoperative management, summarize its indications, typical complications and limits as well as functional outcome.

Surgical Technique: With the use of the Modular Universal Tumor and Revision System (MUTARS-Implantcast, Buxtehude), major osseous defects of the upper and lower extremities can be successfully reconstructed [10]. The modular design allows individual reconstruction of defects in 2-cm steps and torsion adjustments in 5° increments (fig. 1). The different modular components are fixed with screws. Frequently, tumor prostheses are used for reconstruction of the proximal and distal femur, the proximal tibia, and proximal humerus. Even replacements of total bones, such as the total femur or humerus including the adjacent joints, are becoming increasingly common [49]. Nowadays stem-anchorage of most tumor prostheses can be accomplished without bone cement. We use hydroxyapatite-coated titanium stems with a hexagonal shape that provide excellent primary rotation stability (fig. 1). The usual stems have a length of 12 cm whereas the diameter is planned individually on digital X-rays (usually not measuring below the 12-mm core diameter). Cemented anchorage in tumor prostheses is mostly indicated in older patients (over 60 years of age), those with advanced osteopenia, prolonged preoperative immobilization or neoadjuvant chemotherapy and cases in which press-fit anchorage in the metadiaphyseal region is impossible. The articulating parts are usually connected with a rotating hinge and a polyethylene inlay. In cases in which extraordinary forces occur, such as total or distal femoral replacement or after extraarticular knee-joint resections, the new PEEK-Optima lock shows excellent properties for femoro-tibial locking. It has been available since 2003 and shows a fatigue strength that is five times higher than in polyethylene. Refixation of muscles and tendons (e.g., gluteal muscles in proximal femur, patellar ligament in proximal tibia, or rotator-cuff in proximal humerus) is usually accomplished by sewing to a MUTARS attachment tube (Implantcast, Buxtehude) tied around the prosthesis [44] (fig. 2). Moreover, this strong and durable yet flexible material (polyethylene terephthalate-PET) is routinely used for refixation of the gastrocnemius flap for defect-coverage, especially in the proximal tibia. In these cases, where tension-free primary wound closure is hardly possible, an additional mesh-graft often becomes unavoidable. Besides its use for refixation of soft tissue and tendons, the MUTARS attachment tube provides excellent results in reconstruction of capsular structures (fig. 2) in proximal femur replacement. In combination with a bipolar cup we were able to completely prevent postoperative dislocation in our patient collective [37, 39].

Postoperative Management

Postoperatively all patients are treated with intravenous antibiotics (e.g., cephalosporin of third
Patients are informed about the necessity of prophylactic intake of antibiotics in cases of possible bacteremia (e.g., systemic/local infections or dental treatment) preventing the danger of hematogenous seeding and late endoprosthetic infections. Patients with proximal humerus reconstruction are immobilized for 4–6 weeks in a Gilchrist-bandage in which training of the elbow, wrist, and fingers usually remains unrestricted. We follow a relatively strict immobilization regimen after cementless implantation of tumor prostheses in the lower extremities: 6 weeks of 10 kg weight bearing followed by a stepwise increase of 5–10 kg per week (depending on the patient’s weight) until achievement of full weight bearing. In patients with proximal femur replacement in combination with a bipolar cup and MUTARS attachment tube, range of motion of the hip joint is unrestricted, even immediately after the operation. When an acetabular cup is implanted additionally, bed rest of 4 weeks is necessary to prevent possible dislocation until the full stability of the scar tissue of the “new” capsule is developed. Range of motion in patients with distal femur replacement is only limited (4 weeks immobilization in extension) when a gastrocnemius muscle flap is performed for better coverage of the prosthesis. In proximal tibia replacement, immobilization of the extended knee joint is essential due to the reattachment of the patellar ligament to the attachment tube. This is usually accomplished by wearing a knee immobilizer for 4 weeks. From the fifth week, post-operative mobilization has to be started but should be restricted to a maximal flexion of 90°[10, 31–33, 45]. Otherwise an accelerated wear of the polyethylene bushing is at risk. When a mesh graft is necessary to allow tension-free skin closure (especially in distal femur or proximal tibia) we usually achieve excellent results with an additional vacuum-sealing of the graft for the first 5 days. After resection of tumors involving the knee joint, eminent attention has to be turned to weakness or paralysis of the anterior and lateral compartment muscles, resulting in foot drop. The common fibular nerve with its terminal branches is explored routinely and may be affected by hooks as well as edema or hematoma. Mild pressure or stretching of the nerve can produce a temporary impairment of local circulation that interrupts normal nerve conduction. If foot drop is apparent, a prophylaxis of plantar flexion contracture should be started immediately and an ankle-foot orthosis (AFO) should be prescribed. The lesion is usually incomplete, and in most cases the function recovers within a few months [29, 42, 45].

Complications

Local recurrence is the worst possible complication, accompanied as it is by a dismal prognosis [40]. The rate of local recurrence after limb salvage with tumor prostheses in the literature ranges from 1 to 9%, which is comparable to ablative procedures [34, 47]. To avoid this result at least a wide resection according to Enneking (1988) is required. The 5- to 10- year survival rate for modern megaendoprostheses averages from 69 to 90% [10, 12, 36]. Due to their lower general exposure, reconstructions of the upper extremities and hip have higher survival rates than reconstructions around the knee joint [29, 36–38, 45]. The most common complications leading to explantation of the prosthesis are aseptical loosening, periprosthetic infection, and fracture of the stem or adjacent bone [4, 14, 22, 45]. The literature indicates infection rates from 1 to 36% with the lowest rates for upper extremity and the highest rates for reconstruction of the proximal tibia [12, 13]. In case of infection, a two-stage approach with a temporary static cement spacer charged with antibiotics prior to reimplantation of the prosthesis usually becomes unavoidable [5, 48]. Only in early infections is a one-stage procedure with debridement, pulse lavage, and replacement of the polyethylene bushing
possibly sufficient [5]. Deep infection constitutes the most serious complication at which, when uncontrollable, secondary amputation frequently (19–46 %) becomes necessary [29, 42]. It increasingly seems as if the routine use of an antibacterial silver coating in MUTARS tumor prostheses is able to reduce the rate of infection without any toxicological side effects [5, 10]. Aseptic loosening of the stem occurs in up to 27 % in the lower extremity. In these cases revision surgery is almost always feasible [23]. Even stem fractures with an incidence of 1–22 % are usually reparable [5, 13]. The complications described so far require major operations with at least a partial replacement of the prosthesis. Wear of the polyethylene bushing necessitates only minor surgical treatment. Failure of the bushing is not as much a «complication» as a normal side effect of extensive usage, especially in young and active patients. Wear of the polyethylene manifests in increasing instability of the joint. A repair should be performed early because the debris might induce aseptic loosening [26, 41]. The most common complication in proximal humerus replacement is the high dislocation rate due to resection of the rotator-cuff [43]. It can be reduced by reattaching the remaining muscles to a MUTARS attachment tube [9, 12]. The dislocation rate in proximal femur replacement is reported in the literature with an incidence of up to 20 % [11, 32, 39]. Many surgeons use of a bipolar cup combined with the MUTARS attachment tube for reconstruction of the joint capsule and reattachment of the muscles (abductor muscles, iliopsoas muscle) for reduced dislocation to 0 % [10, 39]. Also in replacement of the proximal tibia, the attachment tube excelled as a reliable way to restore the extensor mechanism. Refixation of the patellar ligament to the tube if necessary augmented with a gastrocnemius flap leads to good functional results in active knee extension (fig. 3). A relevant weakening of the extensors, which occurs frequently if the tendon is directly fixed to the prosthesis, can be avoided.

The new antibacterial silver coating of MUTARS prostheses can significantly reduce the rate of infection without toxicological side effects because many of last orthopaedic reviews show promising positive results of using this coating surface.

**Indications and Limits**

Constant improvements of prostheses material and surgical techniques lead to a steadily increasing number of patients with limb-sparing procedures using modular tumor prostheses. The typical indication for modular endoprostheses is a large osseous defect after resection of a malignant bone tumor of the metaphyseal region of a long bone in the upper or lower extremity. Involvement of major vessels by the tumor is still considered as a contraindication to limb salvage surgery [19]. But even in these cases patients can be saved from mutilating procedures. Limb salvage can nowadays be performed with modular endoprostheses and vascular reconstruction with good oncological and functional results. Thus the need for rotationplasty or amputation is decreasing [20]. Another limitation for the usage of tumor prostheses is the infiltration of the extensor mechanism, especially in malignancies around the knee. If extraarticular resection becomes necessary the extensor muscles should be at least partially preserved. Otherwise defect coverage is hardly possible and limb function is unsatisfying. But even when large parts of the quadriceps femoris muscles have to be resected, the extensor mechanism can be augmented by a muscle flap of the biceps femoris and gastrocnemius reattached to a MUTARS attachment tube. If more stability is needed an additional orthosis with stance security can be prescribed. Tumor prostheses reach their limits in cases of deep infections with poor soft tissue condition (e. g., extensive wound necrosis or skin induration due to irradiation). In patients with infections related to tumor prosthesis, limb salvage fails in approximately 30 % of cases, depending on the soft tissue condition [5]. Even the new antibacterial silver coating is unable to countervail the poor soft tissue condition so that ablative surgery should be performed early to avoid repeated revision surgery.

**Tumor Prosthesis in Children**

Although reconstruction with modular endoprostheses has become the treatment of choice in adults, this cannot be transferred to bone tumors during childhood. Many surgeons still believe that the use of tumor prostheses is not a reasonable approach before the age
of 11–13 [3, 34]. The combination of significant limb length discrepancies at maturity and the difficulties with participating in active rehabilitation programs for children compromised the good results achieved in adults. In very young patients limb ablation including rotationplasty is still a common procedure, because it is not usually accompanied by relevant surgical problems. As a one-step operation rotationplasty may be performed with good functional results [30, 46], but like amputation it is a mutilating procedure. Especially in children that are close to puberty its stigmatizing effect is not to be neglected. Nowadays this procedure should be reserved for selected cases. The reasonable alternative of osteoarticular allografts is accompanied by a very high complication rate and cannot prevent growth impairment [27]. To date, endoprosthesis systems are still cautiously used in children due to complications caused by the limb length inequality and the frequent surgery necessary for elongation procedures. The invasive methods cause significant hospitalization time, time off from school, extensive scar formation, and increased risk of infection. In the worst cases this may finally lead to amputation [6, 16, 28, 33]. For almost 30 years modular expandable prostheses have been on the market. The basic technique for lengthening usually consists of a fixed stem with a screw extension mechanism, as in, for example, the Lewis expandable adjustable prosthesis (LEAP), introduced in 1983 [17, 18] or later in the Howmedica Modular Reconstruction System (HMRS) with custom-made growth modules housed within the prosthesis [7]. The elongation is performed by insertion of a chuck key to turn the screw mechanism, thereby expanding the tubular portion of the prosthesis [21]. Other designs focus on modular systems in which a midsection is sequentially replaced by a longer one whenever elongation becomes necessary. But in both designs there is still the need for surgery with all the drawbacks mentioned above, including neurological compromise due to stretch injuries, vascular injury, and loss of motion [15, 25, 35]. The maximal increase in length is limited to approximately 2 cm for each elongation procedure. Perhaps the progress in modern growing prostheses such as the Phenix Growing Prosthesis (Phenix Medical, Paris, France) [50] or new generations of the HMRS [8] will solve some of these problems. The mentioned prostheses usually consist of two hollow tubes containing a spring-loaded coil that is immobilized by a solid piece of plastic. When length adjustment is required the plastic is heated (for example by an external electromagnetic field), which melts it and releases the spring causing elongation until the plastic cools again. If possible minimal resurfacing using a press-fit prosthetic stem with a smooth surface can preserve the growth plate in the uninvolved side of the joint. The new MUTARS Expand uses a similar approach. A motor housed in the prosthesis is connected to a subcutaneous receiver and can be activated and controlled by an external device, allowing exact length adjustment (up to 10 cm) without any surgery (fig. 4). Both systems can be controlled in the outpatient clinic without hospitalization. All these prostheses are designed to bear the corresponding loads over several years but they are only adjustable in length and do not grow concomitantly in strength and breadth. The devices might be at greater risk of breaking under the adult weight and finally would have to be replaced by a permanent implant. After unsatisfying results at the beginning of the era of growing prostheses, the first experiences with the new systems are promising. But whether they will prove of value in practice can only be answered over time.

**Functional Results**

The functional results after reconstruction of bone defects in tumor surgery are promising and can be scored according to Enneking et al. [2]. Herein subjective parameters (contentedness, pain, etc.) as well as functional parameters (range of motion, walking distance, use of walking aids, etc.) play a role. A score of 100 % means unlimited function of the affected
extremity. In the literature the average range shown is 60–90 % [23, 26, 31, 36]. Munster Group, Germany achieved the best results in patients with proximal tibia replacement (83 %) followed by distal femur replacement (80 %). Patients with proximal femur replacement achieved an average score of 70 % [10]. It has to be noted that, especially in elderly patients, they retain a Trendelenburg gait and most need a cane on the healthy side when performing longer walks, even if the gluteal muscles are reattached to the MUTARS attachment tube. Patients with replacement of the proximal humerus achieved an average of 60–90 %, which can be explained by the impaired range of motion of the shoulder joint. Due to resection of sizable parts of the rotator-cuff and deltoid muscle, which is unpreventable in removal of the tumor, patients can hardly elevate the arm more than 60° and abduct more than 30°. All patients are able to move their hand to their mouth [10]. The new inverse shoulder prostheses might improve the functional outcome by restoring the function of the rotator-cuff, since it might be possible to preserve the axillary nerve and relevant parts of the deltoid muscle.

**Summary**

Limb salvage with tumor prostheses has become a routine procedure leading to good functional results. But especially in the case of young and active patients, who represent the «typical» bone tumor patient, the material is pushed to its physical limits; mechanical complications seem to be almost unavoidable. Fortunately revision surgery of these complications is almost always successful. The use of the MUTARS attachment tube can prevent dislocations after proximal femur replacement and lead to better functional results in reconstructions of the proximal tibia. The most severe complication besides local recurrence remains periprosthetic infection. Due to constant improvements of prostheses material and surgical techniques, the indications and limits of limb salvage with modular tumor prostheses are continuously changing and to some extent might have to be reconsidered.
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